Expression of the Vascular Permeability Factor/Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Gene in Central Nervous System Neoplasms
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Abstract

Expression of the vascular permeability factor/vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGPF) gene was investigated in human central nervous system (CNS) neoplasms and normal brain. Adsorption of capillary permeability activity from human glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) cell conditioned medium and GBM cyst fluids by anti-VEGPF antibodies demonstrated that VEGPF is secreted by GBM cells and is present in sufficient quantities in vivo to induce vascular permeability. Cloning and sequencing of polymerase chain reaction–amplified GBM and normal brain cDNA demonstrated three forms of the VEGPF coding region (567, 495, and 363 nucleotides), corresponding to mature polypeptides of 189, 165, and 121 amino acids, respectively. VEGPF mRNA levels in CNS tumors vs. normal brain were investigated by the RNase protection assay. Significant elevation of VEGPF gene expression was observed in 81% (22/27) of the highly vascular and edema-associated CNS neoplasms (6/8 GBM, 8/8 capillary hemangioblastomas, 6/7 meningiomas, and 2/4 cerebral metastases). In contrast, only 13% (2/15) of those CNS tumors that are not commonly associated with significant neovascularity or cerebral edema (2/10 pituitary adenomas and 0/5 nonastrocytic gliomas) had significantly increased levels of VEGPF mRNA. The relative abundance of the forms of VEGPF mRNA was consistent in tumor and normal brain: VEGPF₉₉ > VEGPF₄₉₅ > VEGPF₅₈₇. In situ hybridization confirmed the presence of VEGPF mRNA in tumor cells and its increased abundance in capillary hemangioblastomas. Our results suggest a significant role for VEGPF in the development of CNS neovascularity and peritumoral edema. (J. Clin. Invest. 1993. 91:153–159.) Key words: angiogenesis • brain • cerebral edema • glioblastoma • hemangioblastoma

Introduction

Vascular permeability factor/vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGPF) is a secreted 34–43 kD dimeric glycoprotein that induces endothelial cell proliferation, angiogenesis, and capillary permeability. VEGPF has been identified from the conditioned medium of several cell lines and may play a role in the development and maintenance of normal and tumor-associated vasculature (1–13). Cloning studies from several sources demonstrate that this factor exhibits extensive interspecies homology, as well as some homology to platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) (14–18). Alternative splicing of the human VEGPF gene transcript produces at least three mRNA forms that code for mature polypeptides of 189, 165, and 121 amino acids (11). The physiologic significance of these multiple forms and the patterns of their expression in vivo are not known. VEGPF is distinct among other identified growth factors (epidermal growth factor, acidic fibroblast growth factor [aFGF], basic fibroblast growth factor [bFGF], IL-1, transforming growth factor beta [TGF-β], and PDGF) in that its mitogenic activity is specific for endothelial cells and that it is the only growth factor that exhibits vascular permeability-inducing activity (3). Although this factor has been suggested to be a mediator of tumor-associated angiogenesis and capillary hyperpermeability (3, 19–21), extensive studies of VEGPF gene expression in tumor tissues have yet to be performed.

Much of the morbidity and mortality of malignant, and certain benign central nervous system (CNS) neoplasms is related to the degree of tumor vascularity and the extent of peritumoral vasogenic cerebral edema. Therefore, the unique combination of angiogenic and vascular permeability activities within the same protein, VEGPF, is of particular interest to the study of human CNS neoplasms. Tumor vessels, which arise from angiogenesis, comprise a substantial component of some CNS neoplasms. These vessels are often fragile and exhibit a tendency toward intratumoral hemorrhages. In addition, tumor vessels often lack the tight junctions that are normally present in cerebral microvessels and that constitute a major barrier to the development of vasogenic edema (22–24). The release of vasoactive substance(s) by the tumor cells may also contribute to the development of vasogenic cerebral edema by direct actions on the tumor-associated endothelium (25, 26). A human glioblastoma multiforme (GBM)-derived vascular permeability factor with characteristics similar to VEGPF has been previously described by this laboratory and proposed as a mediator of brain tumor–associated hyperpermeability (26, 27). The possibility that this GBM-derived permeability factor is VEGPF, and the potential association of VEGPF with the development of CNS tumor vascularity and vasogenic edema, prompted this investigation. The goals of this study were (a) to determine, using anti-VEGPF antibodies, if GBM-derived permeability factor is VEGPF; (b) to determine if there is a correlation in CNS neoplasms between the level of VEGPF mRNA and the degree of tumor-associated vascularity and cerebral edema; and (c) to analyze by RNase protection assay (RPA)
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the relative abundance of the different forms of VEGPF mRNA in CNS tumors and normal brain. Because we are studying the multiple forms of VEGPF cDNA and mRNA directly, we have chosen to refer to VEGPF mRNA forms according to the number of nucleotides (567, 495, and 363) in the coding sequences rather than to the corresponding number of amino acids (189, 165, and 121, respectively).

Methods

VEGPF antibodies. A peptide corresponding to the first 20 amino acids of the NH₂ terminus of mature human VEGPF (14, 15) was synthesized by FMOG chemistry with a cysteine at position 21. The peptide was coupled to a carrier protein, keyhole limpet hemocyanin, through the cysteine residue (8). Rabbits were inoculated with the above conjugate and serum was collected. Adsorption of VEGPF was performed as described (8) except for substitution of protein A agarose (Pierce Chemical Co., Rockford, IL) for Staphylococcus A.

Vascular permeability assay: GBM cyst fluids were obtained at surgery and stored at −20°C. Serum-free conditioned medium was concentrated from cultures of GBM cells (U251 MG [28] and SNB lines 78 and 101 [29]) as described (26, 27). The ability of anti-VEGPF antibodies to remove permeability activity from conditioned medium and cyst fluids was assessed by the modified Miles permeability assay (30).

Tissue specimens: 42 human CNS neoplasms and five normal (epileptic) human brain specimens were removed at surgery. Meticulous efforts were made to isolate the tumor tissue from surrounding normal or gliotic brain. Specimens were quick frozen and immediately stored at −70°C. The histopathological diagnoses were established using standard criteria (31). In addition, two samples of total RNA isolated from normal human adult brains were purchased from Clonetics Laboratories (Palo Alto, CA).

Identification of VEGPF cDNA. Total RNA was isolated from GBM and normal brain (32). First strand cDNA was synthesized with superscript Rnase H reverse transcriptase (Bethesda Research Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD) using a cDNA synthesis kit and according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ). Oligonucleotide primers with EcoRI or HindIII restriction sites were synthesized identical to the 5′ end (5'-ATATAGAATTCGCACCCATGGCAGAAGGAGG-3') or complementary to the 3′ end (5'-ATATAAAGCTTCGGCTATGTCACTC-3') of the coding region of mature human VEGPF567 (14, 15). Polymerase chain reactions (PCR) were performed with the following thermocycle parameters: 94°C for 1 min, 53°C for 2 min, 72°C for 3 min for 45cycles with a 5-s auto extension. PCR products were digested with EcoRI and HindIII and cloned into pBluescript II SK+ (Stratagene Inc., La Jolla, CA) (33). Insert-positive plasmids were sequenced on double-stranded templates by the dideoxynucleotide chain-termination method using Sequenase kit (United States Biochemical Corp., Cleveland, OH).

RPA. Radiolabeled riboprobes were synthesized with [α-32P]CTP from linearized plasmid DNA using the in vitro RNA transcription method (33). Riboprobes were labeled to a specific activity of ~5 × 10⁶ dpm/μg. Control unlabeled sense RNA was synthesized from linearized DNA templates as described above. RPA was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions (RPA II; Ambion, Inc., Austin, TX). Samples of total RNA (10 μg) from 42 human CNS neoplasms and seven normal brain samples were hybridized to completion (>8 h) with molar excesses of riboprobes VEGPF (10⁵ cpm) and β-actin (2.0–2.5 × 10⁵ cpm). Both radiolabeled riboprobes were added to each RNA sample to eliminate inaccuracies in RNA loading. Single-stranded RNA was removed by digestion with RNase T1 (1/150) for 45 min at 37°C followed by ethanol precipitation in the manufacturer’s buffer with the addition of 20 μg transfer RNA/sample (RNase A was omitted because it results in digestion of the control sense VEGPF mRNA:riboprobe hybrids at a “breathing” site of nine consecutive AT pairs beginning with nucleotide 341 of VEGPF567). The samples were denatured and protected species separated on a 6% polyacrylamide sequencing gel in 1X TBE (100 mM Tris, 100 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.3) for 2 h at 50 A. The gels were exposed to Kodak XR film with intensifying screens for 2 h (β-actin) and 16 h (VEGPF) at ~70°C.

Densitometric analysis. Densitometry was performed on a video densitometer (model 620; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, CA) and analyzed with data analysis software (1D Analyst II; Bio-Rad Laboratories). The optical density was determined for a 2-h exposure of the β-actin band at 210 bands and for a 16-h exposure of the VEGPF band at 344 bases. U251 RNA (10 μg) was included with each experiment to serve as an internal control.

In situ hybridization. Tissue sections from two capillary hemangio-blastomas, one somatotroph pituitary adenoma, and one normal brain were used for in situ hybridization to DNA oligonucleotide probes either complementary or identical to 41 bases between nucleotides 242–282 of VEGPF567. This sequence is present in all three forms of VEGPF. Oligonucleotides were labeled at the 3′ end to a tail length of 25–30 bases with α([thio])32P dATP using deoxynucleotide terminal transferase (New England Nuclear, Boston, MA). Tissue preparation and hybridization were performed as described (34).

Southern hybridization. Matched tumor and lymphocyte DNA (10 μg) were digested with TaqI in the manufacturer’s recommended buffer (Bethesda Research Laboratories), fractionated on a 0.8% agarose gel, and transferred to Nytran. Cloned VEGPF567 plasmid insert was radiolabeled by random priming to a specific activity of ~10⁵ dpm/μg and hybridized to the membrane for 24 h. Membranes were washed under stringent conditions and exposed to Kodak XAR film for appropriate intervals. All procedures were performed according to standard techniques (33).

Results

Identification of VEGPF in conditioned medium and cyst fluids. Previous results from this laboratory demonstrated that human GBM-derived vascular permeability activity shares many characteristics with VEGPF identified from other sources (26, 27). To determine directly if the GBM-derived permeability activity is attributable to VEGPF, we raised antibodies to the 20 NH₂-terminal amino acids of mature human VEGPF and examined the ability of these antibodies to remove the permeability-inducing activity from GBM cell conditioned medium and cyst fluids. Anti-VEGPF antibodies removed 75–99% of the permeability activity present in these sources (Table 1). The residual permeability activity may be caused by the inability of this antibody to recognize all conformations of VEGPF, or to the presence of other minor permeability factors in the conditioned medium and cyst fluids.

PCR amplification and cloning of VEGPF. Oligonucleotide primers corresponding to the 5′ and 3′ ends of the published sequence for VEGPF567 cDNA were used in a PCR reaction with template cDNA synthesized from GBM and normal brain RNA. A major band (495 bp) and two minor bands (567 and 363 bp) were present in both sources. The PCR products were amplified, cloned, and sequenced, and found to be identical to those sequences already reported for human VEGPF (14, 15). In addition, a novel 267-bp sequence from a GBM tumor was also cloned. It contains a 300-bp deletion spanning nucleotides 185–484. This form maintains the reading frame but substitutes threonine for asparagine at codon 62.

VEGPF mRNA levels in CNS neoplasms and normal brain. Because Northern blot analysis does not distinguish between the multiple forms of the VEGPF coding region, we used the RPA technique to examine the different forms of VEGPF
### Table 1. Adsorption of Human GBM-Derived Permeability Activity by Anti-VEGPF Antibodies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>IgG</th>
<th>Permeability activity*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditioned medium</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>220±43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U251</td>
<td>Preimmune</td>
<td>208±34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U251</td>
<td>Anti-VEGPF</td>
<td>24±22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U251</td>
<td>Anti-VEGPF (+ VEGPF peptide)</td>
<td>213±26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNB 78</td>
<td>Preimmune</td>
<td>232±27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNB 78</td>
<td>Anti-VEGPF</td>
<td>28±24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNB 101</td>
<td>Preimmune</td>
<td>305±35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNB 101</td>
<td>Anti-VEGPF</td>
<td>54±28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyst fluids</td>
<td>Preimmune</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMB #1</td>
<td>Anti-VEGPF</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMB #2</td>
<td>Preimmune</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMB #2</td>
<td>Anti-VEGPF</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Permeability activity is expressed as the A\textsubscript{630} \times 10^3. GBM cell conditioned medium and cyst fluids were incubated with immobilized IgG from either preimmune serum or anti-VEGPF antiserum and assayed in the Miles capillary permeability assay. Data are expressed as the mean±SD (n ≥ 3) for conditioned media or as the average of duplicate determinations for cyst fluids. Preincubation of anti-VEGPF IgG with the synthetic NH\textsubscript{2}-terminal peptide of VEGPF was performed to confirm the specificity of the anti-VEGPF antibody.

mRNA directly. As a positive control for the RPA, unlabeled sense strand RNA synthesized from the cloned DNA templates of VEGPF\textsubscript{567}, VEGPF\textsubscript{495}, VEGPF\textsubscript{363}, and VEGPF\textsubscript{267} was hybridized to radiolabeled VEGPF\textsubscript{567} riboprobe (Fig. 1A). The size of the riboprobe fragments protected by the four VEGPF mRNA forms agreed with the predicted results. Hybridization of VEGPF\textsubscript{567} RNA protected 567 bases of the riboprobe. Hybridization of both VEGPF\textsubscript{495} RNA and VEGPF\textsubscript{363} RNA protected a riboprobe fragment of 344 bases. This common band results from the identical 5' ends and shared splice site of VEGPF\textsubscript{495} and VEGPF\textsubscript{363}. A band of 151 bases results from protection of the riboprobe by the 3' portion of VEGPF\textsubscript{495} RNA. VEGPF\textsubscript{567} RNA protected a fragment of 184 bases at the 5' end and of 83 bases at the 3' end of the riboprobe.

The levels of the different forms of VEGPF mRNA were determined in 42 CNS tumors and seven normal brain samples. The tumors were categorized according to whether they are commonly associated with a high (group A) or low (group B) degree of neovascularity and vasogenic cerebral edema. There were 27 group A tumors: eight GBM, eight capillary hemangioblastomas, seven meningiomas, and four cerebral metastases (two adenocarcinomas and two melanomas); and 15 group B tumors: 10 pituitary adenomas (four Cushing's and one Nelson's corticotroph adenomas, three somatotroph adenomas; one thyrotroph adenoma, and one nonsecreting adenoma) and five nonastrocytic gliomas (three oligodendrogliomas, one ependymoma, and one radiation-induced gliosarcoma). Hybridization of total RNA to the VEGPF\textsubscript{567} riboprobe generated three bands of 567, 344, and 151 bases in a high (group A) or low (group B) degree of tumor neovascularity and vasogenic edema. The size of the protected riboprobe fragments is indicated on the left (the band of 151 bases is not shown). The β-actin bands at 210 bases are also shown. An additional band of ~610 bases present in a few samples results from protection of the full length riboprobe by undigested DNA template. Pituitary adenomas: C1, Cushing's corticotroph adenoma; N1, Nelson's corticotroph adenoma; S1 and S2, somatotroph adenomas. Nonastrocytic gliomas: O48 and O64, oligodendrogliomas; E1, ependymoma; and G538, gliosarcoma. (C) The optical densities of the 344-base VEGPF band and 210-base β-actin band were obtained for the 49 tissue specimens as described in Methods. Each sample was analyzed in one to four experiments, and the mean VEGPF OD/β-actin OD for each sample obtained (expressed as VEGPF mRNA Levels). HEM, hemangioblastomas; MET, cerebral metastases; MEN, meningiomas; PIT, pituitary adenomas; GLI, nonastrocytic gliomas; and NHB, normal human brain. Significant elevation of VEGPF gene expression is defined as levels of VEGPF mRNA that exceed the levels in normal brain by > 2.5 SD (horizontal dashed line).
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all of the samples. The band of 344 bases, resulting from protection of the riboprobe by both VEGPF<sub>495</sub> and VEGPF<sub>363</sub> mRNA, was the predominant species in all of the tissues examined. When compared to the level of VEGPF mRNA in normal brain, higher levels of VEGPF mRNA were observed in the group A tumors. Representative samples from each tumor group and from normal brain are shown in Fig. 1 B. Bands corresponding to hybridization of VEGPF<sub>363</sub> mRNA to the VEGPF<sub>367</sub> riboprobe were not observed in any of the samples.

VEGPF mRNA was quantified by comparing the optical density of the major band of 344 bases to the optical density of a β-actin band in each sample. Hybridization of human RNA to the radiolabeled mouse β-actin riboprobe protected multiple size fragments between 200–240 bases. The relative abundance of these different actin bands was consistent throughout the samples, so a band of 210 bases was selected for densitometry. The ratios of VEGPF/β-actin mRNA for the 42 CNS neoplasms and the seven normal brain samples are shown in Fig. 1 C. Of all the tumor types, capillary hemangioblastomas had the highest level of VEGPF mRNA, averaging ninefold higher than normal brain (8.5±2.9 vs. 0.9±0.5, mean±SD; P < 0.001). Significantly higher levels of VEGPF mRNA were also observed in 6/8 GBM, 6/7 meningiomas, and 2/4 cerebr al metastases (we define significant elevation as a level of VEGPF mRNA that exceeds the average level in normal brain by > 2.5 SD). Overall, 81% (22/27) of the group A tumors had elevated levels of VEGPF gene expression, averaging sixfold higher (5.4±3.5; P = 0.002) than normal brain. In contrast, only 13% (2/15) of the group B tumors (2/10 pituitary adenomas and 0/5 nonastrocytic gliomas) had significant elevation in the level of VEGPF mRNA, with the average group B level (1.3±0.8) not significantly different from normal brain (P = 0.23).

**Identification of VEGPF<sub>363</sub> mRNA by RPA.** Hybridization of total RNA with the radiolabeled VEGPF<sub>367</sub> riboprobe does not distinguish between the individual contributions of VEGPF<sub>495</sub> and VEGPF<sub>363</sub> mRNA to the band of 344 bases (Fig. 1 A). Therefore, radiolabeled riboprobe synthesized from the cloned VEGPF<sub>495</sub> DNA template was hybridized to total RNA from 15 tumors (three GBM, three capillary hemangioblastomas, one cerebral metastasis, one meningioma, four pituitary adenomas, and three nonastrocytic gliomas) and two normal brain samples. Under these conditions, the band of 344 bases results from protection of the VEGPF<sub>495</sub> riboprobe by VEGPF<sub>363</sub> mRNA only. The 344-base band was detected in all 17 RNA samples, indicating that VEGPF<sub>367</sub>, VEGPF<sub>495</sub>, and VEGPF<sub>363</sub> mRNA forms are present in all of the CNS tissues examined. Representative samples are shown in Fig. 2. The intensity of the 344 band was less than the intensity of the 495 band in 15/17 specimens, allowing us to conclude that VEGPF<sub>495</sub> is the predominant form of VEGPF in these specimens. In addition, the extremely low intensity of the band of 567 bases (representing VEGPF<sub>567</sub> mRNA) shown in Fig. 1 B suggests that the relative abundance of the forms of VEGPF mRNA in the majority of the samples is: VEGPF<sub>495</sub> > VEGPF<sub>363</sub> > VEGPF<sub>367</sub>.

**Analysis of VEGPF expression by in situ hybridization.** Radiolabeled oligonucleotide probes complementary or identical to a segment of the VEGPF nucleotide sequence common to the three forms of VEGPF mRNA were hybridized to tissue sections from two capillary hemangioblastomas, one pituitary macroadenoma, and one normal brain. The tissue sections were counterstained with hematoxylin and eosin. Three of the samples are shown in Fig. 3. Abundant hybridization of the antisense VEGPF probe was evident in the tissue sections from the capillary hemangioblastomas. However, while hybridization to stromal cells was clearly evident, whether the VEGPF mRNA is expressed exclusively by the stromal cells or by both stromal and endothelial cells was not discernible in these sections. Only scant hybridization occurred in the pituitary adenoma and the normal brain tissues. There was minimal hybridization of the sense probe in all of the tissue samples.

**Analysis of VEGPF gene organization in GBM.** Tumor and lymphocyte DNAs from 22 glioblastoma multiforme were digested with TaqI and analyzed by Southern hybridization to a radiolabeled VEGPF DNA probe. The same pattern and intensity of bands was observed in both the tumor and the lymphocyte DNAs (Fig. 4). This indicates that gross rearrangements or amplification of the VEGPF gene in GBM has not occurred.

**Discussion**

A correlation between VEGPF and the formation of tumor-induced vasogenic edema was first suggested by the findings from an ascites-producing tumor model in which protein extravasation into ascites fluid was dramatically decreased in the presence of anti-VEGPF antibodies (19). This correlation is supported by recent findings in a non-CNS solid tumor model that showed increased vascular permeability only in those vessels around which VEGPF concentrations were high (21). We have previously reported that human GBM cyst fluids and conditioned medium from cultured primary brain tumors contain vascular permeability-inducing activity, and that this activity shares many characteristics with VEGPF (26, 27). Adsorption of this GBM-derived vascular permeability activity by specific anti-VEGPF antibodies demonstrates definitively that (a) human GBM produce VEGPF in vitro and in vivo and (b) most
of the permeability-inducing activity produced by GBM cells is attributable to VEGPF. A role for VEGPF in the development of clinically significant vasogenic cerebral edema is further suggested by our finding of elevated VEGPF expression in GBM, cerebral metastases, and meningiomas, tumors that frequently exhibit clinically significant peritumoral cerebral edema. In contrast, the level of VEGPF gene expression in CNS neoplasms that are not associated with cerebral edema (pituitary adenomas and nonastrocytic gliomas) was similar to the level of expression in normal brain.

VEGPF is mitogenic for endothelial cells at concentrations significantly lower than that required to increase vascular permeability (3, 4). This suggests that the concentration of VEGPF in GBM cysts is likely sufficient to induce endothelial cell proliferation. In fact, in this study, the correlation between VEGPF gene expression and tumor vascularity was stronger than was the correlation between VEGPF expression and cerebral edema. For example, capillary hemangioblastomas, which are one of the most vascular neoplasms in the CNS, exhibited the highest levels of VEGPF mRNA. However, these tumors are rarely associated with clinically significant cerebral edema. In contrast, metastatic tumors, which are not as vascular as capillary hemangioblastomas but are often associated with severe cerebral edema, had much lower levels of VEGPF mRNA compared to the hemangioblastomas. A more complete understanding of the contribution of VEGPF to the development of both tumor-associated edema and neovascularization awaits elucidation of the mechanisms by which this factor acts on both normal cerebral and CNS tumor-associated capillary endothelial cells.

Capillary hemangioblastomas are one of the most common primary infratentorial neoplasms in adults. Grossly, the tumors are cherry red, reflecting their highly vascular composi-
tion. Microscopically, hemangioblastomas are comprised of numerous endothelial-lined capillaries with intervening lipid-laden stromal cells (35, 36). In this study, all eight capillary hemangioblastomas had significantly higher levels of VEGPF mRNA than did the normal brain samples and the 15 group B tumors in which extensive vascularity is not a prominent feature. In situ hybridization confirms the increased abundance of VEGF mRNA in capillary hemangioblastomas, and demonstrates that the vast majority of the VEGF mRNA is present within tumor cells and not infiltrating mononuclear cells, reactive astrocytes, normal endothelium, or normal brain parenchyma. Whether the VEGF mRNA is expressed exclusively by the stromal cells or by both stromal and endothelial cells was not discernible in these sections. Little is known about the role of other angiogenic growth factors in capillary hemangioblastomas. One report examining aFGF and bFGF gene expression in a variety of CNS tumors by in situ hybridization, demonstrated expression of these two angiogenesis factors in all of the tumor types except the capillary hemangioblastoma (37).

Glioblastoma multiforme is the most common and most malignant primary adult CNS neoplasm and is distinguished by its high degree of tumor neovascularity, often forming glo-merular vascular tufts (31, 36). As a result, the expression of angiogenesis factors has been investigated extensively in GBM, and to a lesser extent in meningiomas and cerebral metastases, CNS tumors also associated with a high degree of tumor neovascularity. To varying degrees, elevated levels of expression of the genes for PDGF, epidermal growth factor, TGF-α, TGF-β, aFGF, bFGF, and now VEGF, have been reported in GBM, gliomas, meningiomas, and cerebral metastases (38–45). These results suggest that the expression of multiple angiogenic growth factors supports the development and maintenance of these tumors. However, the elevated level of VEGF gene expression in GBM does not appear to result from amplification or rearrangement of the VEGF gene (Fig. 4).

We used RPA to examine directly the expression of the different coding sequences of VEGF in CNS neoplasms and normal brain. With this technique, we show that at least three forms of VEGF mRNA are present, and that the relative abundance of each form is maintained in the CNS specimens: VEGF<sub>45s</sub> > VEGF<sub>563</sub> > VEGF<sub>567</sub>. This suggests that regulation of splicing may be the same in both tumor and normal tissues, and that the expression of all three forms of VEGF may be functionally important. This suggestion is supported by the finding that VEGF protein may exist as a heterodimer in vivo, which would require simultaneous expression of the multiple forms of VEGF (46). We identified by PCR amplification of GBM cDNA a fourth form of VEGF cDNA (VEGF<sub>567</sub>) containing a 300-bp internal deletion. Since this form was not detected by RPA, the significance of this novel form remains to be determined. Recently, a VEGF<sub>618</sub> clone containing a 51-bp insertion was amplified and sequenced from cDNA of fetal liver (47). In our assay, hybridization of either VEGF<sub>618</sub> mRNA or VEGF<sub>567</sub> mRNA to the largest radiolabeled riboprobe (VEGF<sub>567</sub>) would protect a band of 567 bases. Therefore, we would not have differentiated VEGF<sub>618</sub> mRNA from VEGF<sub>567</sub> mRNA in our assay. However, the consistently low intensity of the 567 band in all of the tissues examined suggests that if VEGF<sub>618</sub> is present in these CNS tumors or normal brain, it is expressed at very low levels.

Investigation of VEGF gene expression in non-CNS tu-
mors has recently been reported. High levels of VEGF mRNA were observed in 3/5 gastrointestinal adenocarcinomas and 1/3 renal carcinomas (18). Significantly, the highest level of VEGF gene expression was observed in a clear cell carcinoma of the kidney. This tumor is a highly vascular neo-plasm that is phenotypically indistinguishable from a capillary hemangioblastoma (35, 36). In addition, multiple clear cell renal carcinomas and capillary hemangioblastomas occur together in patients suffering from the inherited genetic disorder, von Hippel-Lindau disease. The contribution of VEGF to the development of this disease needs further investigation.

The increased level of VEGF mRNA in several human CNS neoplasms correlates with the degree of neovascularity and the extent of peritumoral vasogenic cerebral edema observed in these tumor types. The consistently high level of VEGF mRNA found in all of the capillary hemangioblastomas may reflect a critical and specific role for VEGF in the development of these highly vascular tumors. Analysis of VEGF expression in tumors and elucidation of the mechanisms of VEGF action may identify select targets for blocking vasogenic cerebral edema or inhibiting tumor neovascularity.
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